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Abstract
ZnO is considered as one of the most promising candidate photoanodes for dye-sensitized solar
cells (DSCs) for its high electron mobility, suitable energy-band structure and excellent physical
properties. However, the efficiency of ZnO based DSCs is quite low due to the poor chemical
stability for dye solution and lots of surface defects for high charge recombination. This paper
reports a facile surface modification for ZnO aggregates to achieve a significantly enhanced
efficiency. This surface modification process introduce a thin layer of TiO2 nanoparticles on the
surface of ZnO aggregates to reduce the charge recombination and increase the charge
collection, at the same time, open the inner pores through in-situ selective etching of ZnO at
the pore apertures. Collectively, the ZnO aggregates based DSCs exhibit an efficiency of 6.27%,
which is much higher than that of the cells without modification (4.81%).
& 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Introduction

Dye-sensitized solar cells (DSCs) based on wide bandgap oxide
semiconductors and organic dyes have attracted consider-
able attention owing to their reasonable power conversion
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efficiency, ease of fabrication, and low production costs [1].
The solar cells consist of five main components: transparent
charge collector (typically FTO glass substrate), mesoporous
photoanode film made from wide bandgap oxide semiconduc-
tor nanoparticles, a self-assembled monolayer of dyes as a
sensitizer covering entire surface of mesoporous photoanode,
electrolyte as a hole transporting media, and counter elec-
trode [2]. The mesoporous photoanode plays a predominant
role in determining the power conversion efficiency, as a
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support matrix, which determines how much the dye sensiti-
zer can be loaded and thus affect the short-circuit current
density (Jsc), controls the charge transfer and the surface
charge recombination. Concurrently, it also contributes to the
open voltage (Voc), which is determined by the difference
between the quasi-Fermi level (nEF) of electrons in photo-
anode material and the redox potential of electrolyte medium
[3]. Naocrystalline TiO2 is commonly used as photoanode in
DSCs, on which the power conversion efficiency (PCE) based is
up to 13% recently [4].

In addition to TiO2, other wide bandgap semiconductors,
such as ZnO, SnO2 and Zn2SnO4, have attracted considerable
attention for the DSCs [5–7]. Among these materials, ZnO is
considered as one of the best photoanode materials for
DSCs, which possesses a similar band-structure to that of
TiO2 and high electron mobility (up to �1000 cm/V/s for a
single nanowire) [8]. Besides, ZnO is easy to form aniso-
tropic structures, such as 0-Dimension nanoparticles [9], 1-D
nanowires [10], 3-D nanocrystal aggregates and hierarchical
nanostructures [11,12]. However, the PCE of ZnO based
DSCs remains much lower than that of TiO2 based DSCs,
mainly due to the low chemical stability and high surface
charge recombination [13]. During dye loading process, ZnO
is readily dissolved in the acidic dye solution [14] and reacts
with the carboxyl groups of dye molecules to form insulating
Zn–organic complex, which reduces the dye-adsorption
significantly and prevents charge injection [15]. In addition,
many surface defects from the oxygen vacancies in ZnO
nanocrystals promote the surface charge recombination,
which results in the decrease of the photo-current density
[16]. Therefore, the suppression of the charge recombina-
tion or the inactivation of the transport-limiting traps in the
electrode are considered as a beneficial approach for the
improvement of the device performance.

The surface modification of ZnO using TiO2 has attracted
great interests for the combination of excellent mobility of
ZnO and chemical stability of TiO2 for improvement of the
performance of DSCs. Atomic layer deposition (ALD) and TiCl4
soaking are usually used in the surface modification of ZnO
[17]. We have reported that the ZnO naocrystallite aggregates
were coated a ultrathin TiO2 film by ALD. The efficiency of the
DSC increased from 5.2% to 6.3% as a result of suppressed
surface charge recombination [18]. However, ALD is time
consuming and not cost effective [19]. For the TiCl4 solution
processing method, generally contributes a 10–20% improve-
ment to PCE [20], it still cannot be an ideal processing
method, since the highly acidic condition is not beneficial to
some metal oxide semiconductor with unstable surface.

This paper reports a facile solution method to modify the
surface of ZnO aggregate photoanodes for DSCs. The
aggregate structure consisting of primary nanocrystallites
can provide both large specific surface area and light
scattering effect so as to enhance the performance of DSCs.
For the modification process, the surface of the ZnO is
dissolved in an aqueous solution of (NH4)2TiF6 and H3BO3

while the deposition of TiO2 occurred [21]. Although this
method have been applied in quantum-dots sensitized solar
cells (QDSCs), the surface properties of photoanode and the
internal photoelectric conversion process of solar cells upon
modification have not been studied yet [22]. The effects of
passivation layer on charge generation, transfer and collec-
tion has been investigated systematically. As a result, the
conversion efficiency of the device was increased by 23.5%
and reached 6.27%.

Experimental section

Synthesis of ZnO aggregates

ZnO aggregates were synthesized by the hydrolysis of zinc
salt in polyol medium along with heating at 195 1C. Typi-
cally, zinc acetate dihydrate (0.01 mol) was added to
diethylene glycol (DEG, 100 ml) with vigorous stirring. The
mixture was rapidly heated in an oil bath at a rate of 4 1C/min.
The reaction continued for about 1.5 h with continual stirring.
The as-obtained colloidal solution was then concentrated by a
centrifugation procedure. The precipitates was washed with
ethanol twice and further dried at 60 1C.

Photoanode preparation

The dried powder then mixed with ethanol and water to
form paste (in a rate of 0.1 g to 0.1 ml and 0.05 ml). Then
the films were fabricated on FTO glass with the doctor-blade
method. After the films dried, the samples were annealed
at 350 1C for 1 h to remove any residual organic matter from
the ZnO surface. Then the films were immersed in an
aqueous solution of 0.1 M (NH4)2TiF6 and 0.04 M H3BO3 for
0 to 20 min and washed with water. Finally, the films were
sintered at 400 1C for 30 min.

Device fabrication

The fabricated ZnO electrodes were immersed into an ethanol
solution containing 0.5 mM N719 dye, and kept for 30 min (the
blank sample) and 60 min (treated samples) at 70 1C. The
electrolyte in this study was a liquid admixture of I�/I3

� which
was commercial available. A chemically platinized glass was
used as the counter electrode. The electrolyte was sand-
wiched by a sensitized ZnO electrode and a counter electrode
with two clips. The active area of thesolar cells was limited by
a mask with a diameter of 4 mm.

Photovoltaic characterization

The morphology of the as-synthesized ZnO aggregates were
characterized by scanning electron microscope (SEM, Hitachi,
SU-8020); A Shimadzu UV-3600 UV–vis–NIR spectrophotometer
was used to measure the diffuse reflectance, reflectance,
absorption, dye-desorption spectrum of the ZnO films. The XPS
spectra were performed by X-ray photoelectron spectrometer
(Kratos, AXIS ULTRA).The current–voltage characteristics were
performed using an electrochemical workstation (Zahner,
Zennium) under simulated AM 1.5 G illumination (100 mW/
cm2) provided by a solar simulator (Crowntech, SOL02 series).
The incident light intensity was calibrated with a NREL-
calibrated Si solar cell. The Photoluminescence (PL) spectra
and fluorescence lifetime curve were taken out with combined
steady state & time resolved fluorescence spectrometer (End-
inbergh, FLS920). The N2 adsorption–desorption isotherm
curve were carried out with a surface and porosity analyzer
(Micromerities, ASAP 2020). The electrochemical impedance
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spectroscopy (EIS) measurements were also performed with
the electrochemical workstation. Intensity-modulated photo-
voltage spectroscopy (IMVS) and intensity-modulated photo-
current spectroscopy (IMPS) were characterized on
electrochemical workstation under modulated green light
emitting diodes driven by a Zahner (PP211) source supply,
the normalized intensity of the illumination source was
108.2 mW/cm2.
Result and discussion

Photoanode materials

Figure. 1 shows submicrometer-sized aggregates of ZnO
nanocrystallites. With the polydisperse diameter tuning to
300–500 nm (Figure. 1b); such polydisperse aggregates with a
large average size and broad size distribution results in a
development in the optical absorption of photoanode films
[23]. Figure. 1c displays the cross section image of the
photoanode, showing a ZnO aggregates film with a thickness
of 7.5 mm. In our experiments, that thickness resulted from
the best compromise of three factors, which are absorption of
incident light on the N719 dye, reduction of the recombination
processes and suitable series and charge transfer resistance.
Figure. 1d illustrates that parts of the photons which are not
absorbed at first, and will be intercepted by the surface
diffuse reflection, experiencing a secondary utilization.

To verify the impact of film structure on the transportation
of light, the optical absorption spectra of all the films were
measured. Figure. S1a (Support information) demonstrates
that the diffuse reflectance of ZnO aggregates is most strong
Figure. 1 SEM images of submicrometer-sized aggregates of ZnO n
(c) cross section image of the photoanode films; (d) schematic diag
in the wavelength range of 400–800 nm, which is the main
range dye used in DSCs could capture the photons effectively.

Surface modification and interface properties
variation

When ZnO aggregates were immersed into the weak acidic
aqueous solution which containing 0.04 M (NH4)2TiF6 and
0.1 M H3BO3, the solution processing can be express as the
following equations:

ZnO+2H+-Zn2+ +H2O (1)

TiF6
2�+2H2O2TiO2+6F�+4H+ (2)

H3BO3+3NH4
+ +4F�2BF4

�+3NH3 �H2O (3)

At the presence of ZnO, reaction (1) will proceed directly,
resulting in an increased concentration of H+, which
promotes reaction (2) to release F� ions. Subsequently
the increased F� concentration can boost reaction (3). As a
result, the surface layer of ZnO is dissolved through the
reaction (1), meanwhile, TiO2 nanoparticles are deposit
onto the surface throughout ZnO aggregates.

This method can be considered as an in-situ alternative
deposition method. As the chemical reaction on the surface of
photoanode material is easy to take place at high surface
energy area, TiO2 is more feasible to passivate the defect
region of ZnO surface. The deposition can reduces the surface
defects and further increases the surface stability [24]. This
processing can be done in a very short period, typically less
than 20 min at ambient temperature. The thickness of the
passivation layer can be effectively adjusted by controlling
the reaction time. After the treatment, the excellent optical
anocrystallites in different magnifications: (a) 20k and (b) 200k;
ram for the light scattering property of ZnO aggregates.



Figure. 3 Photoluminescence (PL) spectra measured at room
temperature from the reference and passivated films.
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properties of ZnO aggregates are preserved, absorbance is
found similar for the photoanodes regardless the reaction time
(see Figure. S1).

Figure. 2a displays the Ti 2p spectra of ZnO films treated
by modification process for 0 to 20 min. All the photoanode
films show two binding energy peaks at 458.770.1 and
464.570.05 eV, corresponding to the Ti 2p3/2 and Ti 2p1/2
transitions, respectively. The intensity of peaks increase
gradually with passing of treating time, revealing that the
amount of deposited TiO2 also increase accordingly [25].
Figure. 2b shows the O 1s spectra of samples, while the insets
show spectrums of the reference (the blank sample) and ZnO
film with 20 min surface modification. The peak deconvolu-
tion process (inset) clearly shows that O 1s spectrum of the
reference is composed of two peaks, at 530.1 and 531.4 eV.
The peak with lower binding energy is usually associated with
the contribution of O2� ions in ZnO films, whereas the other
one with higher binding energy is probably ascribed to the
adsorbed hydroxyl groups (–OH) on the surface [26–28]. In
addition, a peak at 530.9 eV in insets is observed for the
surface modified films that are assigned to the lattice oxygen
in the TiO2. However, the intensity of shoulder peak at
531.4 eV significantly decreases after a treatment lasting
for 20 min, therefore, the amount of OH groups adsorbed on
the ZnO surface are reduced with the surface modification.
As the number of dangling bonds on the surface of stabilized
material will be less than the instable one, thereby reducing
the concentrate of adsorption hydroxyl [29]. This result
indicates that the modification has a positive influence on
surface stability.

As shown in Figure. 3, a photoluminescence (PL) spectrum
was test for the photoanodes. ZnO typically exhibits UV band
edge emission and a broad visible band due to defect emission
[30]. The PL peak at 2.1 eV corresponds to the so-called
yellow band emission, which can be explained by arising from
the transition of single negatively charged interstitial oxygen
ions [31]. In the visible region (1.55–2.8 eV), with the passing
of process time, the PL intensity of ZnO decreases, which
demonstrate the reduction of oxygen vacancies. It is well
known that a halogen atom substitutes for an oxygen site and
acts as a role of donor in ZnO [32]. The F 1s peak region is
observed at around 684 eV in Figure. S2, while the peak
intensities are according to the processing time. During the
process of surface modification, fluoride ions will occupy the
Figure. 2 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) spectra of ZnO
time: (a) Ti 2p and (b) O 1s.
oxygen vacancies since F� and O2� ions have similar size,
which may improve the crystallinity of ZnO [33].

It is essential for evaluation of crystalline quality to consider
band-edge PL in contrast with visible PL in semiconductors
[34]. In the blue-UV region (42.8 eV), the band-edge PL
intensity for the passivated films are notably higher than the
blank film, which also reveal the crystallinity improvement of
ZnO nanostructure. The TiO2 layer that has deposited onto
ZnO probably causes the crucial changes in the band-edge PL
spectrum [35]. Moreover, the peak position shifts toward a
higher energy, representing that the bandgap of passivated
photoanode material is widened.
Solar cells performance

Figure. 4a shows the photocurrent density–voltage (J–V) curves
of the ZnO-based DSCs under simulated solar illumination
(100 mW/cm2, AM 1.5 G). The solar cell parameters are
summarized in Table 1. Under the illumination, the J–V
characteristics of the cell without the surface treatment are
found to be Voc=0.57 V, Jsc=12.9 mA/cm2, and FF=0.65,
leading to a PCE of 4.81%. The Jsc increases with the passing
of soaking time and reaches the maximum of 15.2 mA/cm2

with 3 min. With the time varies from 0 min to 20 min, both
Voc and fill factor increase monotonically from 0.57 to 0.64 V
and from 0.65 to 0.70 respectively. The insertion of TiO2

nanoparticle layer between dye molecules and ZnO results in
aggregate films prepared under different solution treatment



Figure. 4 (a) The current density–voltage curve (J–V) of the DSC based on ZnO aggregates with and without surface treatment;
(b) dark current density test of ZnO solar cells at a biased voltage of �0.8 V; (c) parameters of the optimized solar cells; (d) UV–vis
absorption spectra of the dye (N719) desorbed from the ZnO aggregate films treated under different time. To measure UV–vis
absorption spectra of the dye (N719), the dye was desorbed by a 0.5 M NaOH solution in water and ethanol (1:1, v/v).

Table 1 Property of DSCs with zinc oxide aggregate photoanode treated with H3BO3 and (NH4)2TiF6.

Sample Voc (V) Jsc (mA cm�2) FF η (%) Dye-loading (nmol� cm�2)

Blank 0.57 12.87 0.65 4.81 82.8
T-1 min 0.59 13.98 0.66 5.45 92.3
T-3 min 0.60 15.16 0.65 5.94 96.8
T-5 min 0.60 14.01 0.66 5.57 94.6
T-10 min 0.62 12.21 0.68 5.15 90.7
T-20 min 0.64 7.88 0.70 3.51 89.0
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a high Voc value. However, the Voc is still lower than the TiO2-
based photoanode DSC, �0.7 V, [36–38] which suggests the
surface modification or the coverage of TiO2 nanoparticles
may not be complete, or the charge transfer remains less
efficient. Fill factor generally represents how “difficult” or
how “easy” the photogenerated carriers can be extracted out
of a photovoltaic device [39]. The enhancement in fill factor
shows that the surface modification did limited part of charge
carrier loss, which due to the suppression of surface recombi-
nation. The increase in short circuit current density is more
likely attributed to the enhanced dye loading associated with
the increased surface area after surface modification.

Figure. 4b reveals that the dark current density decreases
with the passing of solution processing treatment time; longer
reaction time is likely to deposit more TiO2 nanoparticle, and
leads to lower current density when subjected to the same
externally applied voltage. It is known that a low dark current
density means less back electron transfer across the interface
in dye-sensitized solar cells [40].

Figure. 4c shows the J–V curve of a solar cell with tuned
particle size and 3 min solution processing. As reported in our
previous work, polydisperse aggregates with a fine-tuned size
above 360 nm exhibit better optical performance [23]. As
shown in Figure. S2, the average size of nanocrystal con-
tained in the aggregate is larger, so the size of the pore inside
aggregates becomes larger and the dye-loading becomes
more favorable. The Jsc increases to 16.19 mA/cm2, whereas
the Voc and the fill factor remain almost constantly as the
samples shown in Table 1, resulting in high power conversion
efficiency of 6.27%.



Figure. 5 (a) N2 adsorption–desorption isotherms and (b) pore size distributions of the three photoanodes treated for different
duration of time.
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The UV–vis absorption spectra of the N719 dye sensitized
on treated ZnO films are presented in Figure. 3d. With
passing of treatment time, the intensity of the absorption
peaks by dye molecules at 379 nm and 515 nm increases
firstly and reaches up to the maximum value at 3 min and
then decreases. The addition of dye-loading from 0 to 3 min
can be ascribe to the prolonged immersion time and
enhanced surface stability, while the variation from 3 min
to 20 min probably be attribute to the decrease of average
pore size in the aggregates.

As shown in Figure. S3, a longer immersion time allows
for sufficient time for complete surface coverage by the dye
molecules since the passivation layer is formed [41]. The
reference has suffered a 30 min sensitization while the
passivated films were all experienced 60 min sensitization,
so the dye-loading increases at the first period. Figure. 5
demonstrates the N2 adsorption–desorption isotherms of the
ZnO films. The pore volume is found to increase with the
passing of treatment time, while the pore width of treated
ZnO aggregates are smaller since the deposited TiO2 can
occupy some space of pores. This result is similar to our
previous work, but the trend on the amount of adsorbed
sensitizer is opposite [22]. This difference mainly ascribe to
the accumulation mode of nanoparticle and nanocrystal
aggregates, since more porous materials will pack less in a
given volume, the increase porous volume in the passivated
aggregates may lead to a reduced effective interfacial area
for dye adsorption even the specific surface area increases.
Therefore, the dye-loading of the second period is
decreased. As a result, this solution method can influence
the amount of dye adsorption for ZnO-based DSCs by
enhancing the surface stability while decreasing the effec-
tive interfacial area. Although the dye-loading have shared
a similar variation with Jsc and PCE, the amount of dyes that
adsorbed on the passivated samples is more than the
reference, which is not synchronized with the Jsc. There-
fore, some further optoelectronics chemical analyses are
needed to reveal the effect of solution processing on ZnO
aggregates based solar cells.
Charge generation, transfer and collection analysis

To understand the inconsistency of Jsc and dye-loading, the
incident photon-to-current conversion efficiency (IPCE)
spectra is measured for the reference and passivated DSCs
over the range of wavelengths from 400 to 800 nm
(Figure. 6a). All DSCs show the typical spectral response
of N719-based DSCs with peaks at around 530 nm. The IPCE
of the TiO2-modified film with a 3 min treatment exhibits a
highest maximum to 60%, whereas the film with a 20 min
treatment shows a lowest maximum. The trend observed
with IPCE matches with that of the Jsc, and the integrated
current from the spectra correlates closely with the photo-
voltaic data. The IPCE value can be expressed by the
following equation [42]:

IPCE¼ LHEdηinjdηregdηcoll ð4Þ

Here, LHE, ηinj, ηreg, ηcoll represent the light harvesting,
charge injection, dye regeneration and charge collection
efficiencies, respectively. Figure. 6b displays the whole
process of the photon-electric conversion in solar cells.
Initially, the photons are captured by the dyes to realize the
harvesting of light. Then, the electrons generated by dye
will inject into photoanode. The energy difference between
the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of the dye
and the conduction band (CB) of TiO2 provides driving force
for charge injection [43]. The oxidized dyes are regenerated
by redox couples (I�/I3

�) in the electrolyte. The charge
transports through the CB of ZnO and collects at the
interface of FTO. Throughout the process, a passivation
layer of TiO2 could make some differences compared with
the reference. For the first parameter, light harvesting
efficiency can be calculated as [44]:

LHE¼ 1�Rð Þ 1–10�A
� �

ð5Þ

In Eq. (5), A and R represent absorbance and reflectance,
respectively. As the reflectance of the reference and
passivated films are very close, it can be considered that
light harvesting efficiency (LHE) is usually positive correla-
tion with the absorption value or the amount of dye loading.
From the UV–vis absorption spectra (Figure. 4d), the amount
of dye loading rises significantly with the solution treatment
of 0 to 3 min and afterwards decreases as the treatment
time increases from 3 min to 20 min. Therefore, light
harvest efficiency can experience the same tendency with
dye-loading.

From Figure. 7, it is notable that the fluorescence decay
is faster for the reference cell, and all the emission decay



Figure. 6 (a) Incident photon-to-current conversion efficiency (IPCE) spectra of ZnO-based DSCs with different solution treatment
time; (b) photoelectric conversion process in solar cells.

Figure. 7 Excited state electron radiative decay of N719 dye
sensitizer on ZnO films with different processing time.
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have delayed slightly for the films with surface modifica-
tion. The long-lived excited state of the dye indicates
reduction in the injection kinetics of photogenerated elec-
trons in the semiconductor through the passivation layer
[45]. This clearly shows that the deposited TiO2 will slow
down the electron injection. This result is consistent with
some reports on surface passivation treatment [46].

Dye regeneration process is critical to DSC operation
which simultaneously competes with the recombination
between injected electrons and oxidized dyes [47]. In order
to clearly study the process, transient absorption techni-
ques are frequently used. However, the measurements are
not generally performed using complete DSCs at the max-
imum power point on the current–voltage characteristic,
and the electron concentration in the photoanode films used
in these devices is often not well characterized, which may
lead to results that are not relevant to actual solar cell
operation [48]. As a result, the effect of the dye-
regeneration efficiency on the IPCE spectra is not consid-
ered in this study because it is premature to discuss the dye
regeneration efficiency without proper measurements.

The effects of surface modification on electron dynamics of
ZnO-based DSCs are measured by means of intensity-
modulated photocurrent/photovoltage spectroscopy (IMPS/
IMVS) as shown in Figure. 8. The time constant of electron
transport (τt) and electron recombination time (τr) are derived
from the IMPS and IMVS data measured according to the
following Eqs. (6) and (7). Electron collection efficiency (ηcoll)
can be calculated from electron transport time (τt) and
lifetime (τr) [49]:

τt ¼ 1=2πft; ð6Þ

τr ¼ 1=2πfr ; ð7Þ

ηcoll ¼ 1�τt=τr ; ð8Þ
Figure. 8a shows that the τt of the DSCs based on the

blank aggregate is lower than that of the passivated
aggregates, suggesting that the former has faster electron
transport rate compared with that of the latter, this can be
attributed to the lower electron mobility in TiO2. Further-
more, for all photoanodes, the τt decreases (or the electron
transport increases) with increased voltage, which is prob-
ably related to the fact that the deep traps are filled by
more photoelectrons at higher voltage, resulting in electron
trapping/ detrapping at shallow levels [50]. The longer
lifetime of the DSCs based on passivated aggregates films
compared to the reference is in agreement with the larger
Voc for the former. The τr (electron lifetime) decrease with
increasing voltage can be ascribed to a larger recombination
rate. The plot of ηcoll as a function of voltage is shown in
Figure. 8c. The charge collection is generally efficient
enough for non-ZnO based solar cells, for instance the value
of ηcoll is commonly over 90% [42,51]. However, in ZnO based
solar cells, the ηcoll of the reference cells are all found close
to 75% when the voltages vary from 0.18 V to 0.9 V. With a
treatment of just 3 min, the ηcoll of passivation layer is
greatly enhanced, which is maintained above 85% over all
the voltages. With the passing of processing time, ηcoll is
even increasing and reaching above 90% with a 20 min
treatment. This improvement in the collection efficiency
shows that the presence of the TiO2 layer improves inter-
particle connectivity and prevents the loss of photo-generated
electrons from the photoanode films to electrolyte.

To understand the charge-transport property in the DSCs
devices based on ZnO films, further electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy (EIS) analyses are carried out in dark. DSC can be
considered as a leaking capacitor in dark condition, the
resistance of the back reaction from ZnO & TiO2 to the I�/I3

�

electrolyte is analyzed under dark condition with a bias voltage
of �0.8 V. The device can be interpreted using only resistance–
capacitance (RC) elements in an equivalent circuit, as inserted
in Figure. 7d. The impedance related to the charge transfer



Figure. 8 Intensity-modulated photocurrent/photovoltage spectroscopy (IMPS/IMVS) are used to measure (a) electron transit
times and (b) electron lifetime; (c)the charge collection efficiency are calculated by (a) and (b); (d) Nyquist plot of devices based on
ZnO aggregates under dark condition. Nyquist plots show the evolution of the lower-frequency semicircle corresponding to the
interfacial electron-transfer resistance (Rct) for ZnO aggregates photoanodes.
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process at the ZnO & TiO2/dye/electrolyte interface can be
described by R and CPE [52]. Compared with the reference,
passivated samples exhibit larger value of R2 which means less
charge recombination at the sensitized ZnO & TiO2/electrolyte
interface, this result is consistent with the IMVS [53,54].

Although the aforementioned IMPS/IMVS and EIS revealed
the passivated films shows declining electron transport, the
hinder effect on electron recombination is more pro-
nounced, which results in an enhanced collection efficiency.
On the basis of those four parameters, the trade-off effects
of the light-harvesting, electron-injection and charge-
collection efficiencies can lead to the highest product
around 3 min.

Conclusions

In summary, a facile solution processing method was intro-
duced into modify ZnO aggregates while high efficiency
ZnO-based DSCs were demonstrated. By forming a passiva-
tion layer on the photoanode films, the surface stability was
enhanced and the effective interfacial area was reduced.
Under a compromise of surface stability and effective
interfacial area, all of the dye-loading, short-circuit current
density and PCE were increased first and decreased after-
wards. The surface defect were notably decreased under
the interaction of the deposited titanium dioxide layer and
the inspersed F ion. Collectively, the light harvesting
efficiency was proportional to the amount of dye loading,
while the electron injection was slowed down by the
deposited TiO2, and the electron collection efficiency
showed a general increase due mainly to the extension on
lifetime. As a result, the optimization ZnO-based DSCs,
after a 3 min solution processing exhibited the highest
conversion efficiency of 6.27%.
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